Software That Works The Way You Do
bisTrack is business software developed specifically for building industry suppliers, multiple-location building materials
distributors and dealers, including those with remanufacturing and/or extensive contractor lumberyards. The software
facilitates everything a distributor and dealer needs to do to buy and sell product. The benefits of using bisTrack include:

• Streamlined workflow, with itemized task reminders and automated paperwork to speed transactions and reduce
errors, from quotation to order to delivery.

• Better customer service, with faster counter sales, up-to-date inventory information and customer histories at a sales
person’s fingertips.

• Faster inventory turnover, from selling on-order and Work in Progress inventory.
• Integrated operations, coordinating sales and inventory at multiple locations.
• Informed decisions, with real-time margin calculations displayed on the screen during negotiation, and extensive
management information reporting.

Full-featured software to manage your buying and selling
bisTrack supports a wide variety of product types (including hardwood and softwood lumber), units of measure, all sales
order types, payment terms, and delivery methods. Here are just some of the key functions that are automated and
streamlined with bisTrack:
Quotations and reservations
On-screen margin calculation
Inventory management
Comprehensive pricing rules

POS with scanning devices
Full purchase ordering
Counter & back office
Sales order processing

Value-added processes
Extensive reporting, including
inventory turns & Gross Margin
Return on Investment
Picking and delivery

Designed specifically for building materials distributors & dealers
We designed bisTrack to simplify the jobs your staff do every day. Depending on their user profile, your staff’s “home”
screens will tell them the status of their work, remind them of outstanding tasks, and give them shortcuts to the screens
they use most frequently. bisTrack’s Dashboards and Taskpads help your staff quickly identify their tasks and jobs and the
intuitive Web-style screens link them directly to the work to be done.

Taskpads provide shortcuts to all
the functions typically performed
by the user. There are taskpads for
Sales, Purchasing, Stock, Invoicing
and Routines.
Dashboards show an overview of operations, a list of tasks to be
performed and messages of interest to the user.

One supplier. One integrated system. Only Progressive Solutions.

Simple to use at the counter or in
the back office
Best of all, it’s easy to use. bisTrack’s
Windows®-based screens are intuitive
to learn and quick when processing
transactions. Finding what you need
is incredibly easy, and screens can be
set up so that each user gets the most
from the screens they use most often.

(All Sales Orders)
My Order
Parked Orders
For Credit Control
For Payment
For Picking
Waiting For Stock
For Invoicing

Purchase Orders
Stock Receipts
Sales Orders
Quotes
Reservations
Stock Transfers
Picking Notes
Delivery/Collection Notes

Powerful reporting and
interoperability
The system’s strength lies in
Searches are easy and
Finding documents, customers and products is speedy with pullits powerful and easy-to-use
flexible using Explordown menus and matching criteria.
management tools. bisTrack offers
ers, or partial word and
You can add fields and re-arrange screens to match your unique
numerous choices to analyze your
synonym searches.
business needs.
data, including ‘slicing and dicing’
data on the screen with OLAP cubes, viewing standard reports created in Crystal Reports, or exporting the data to excel
dashboards or smart views and exporting data to Microsoft Excel®.
Technology and using customized architecture supports multiple locations
Scalability is designed into bisTrack’s architecture, facilitating hundreds of users at multiple locations. Microsoft®
development tools and state-of-the-art technologies allow us to create user-friendly and powerful features of a true
Windows application. You get the benefits of a fast learning curve, scalability, reduced operating and support costs.
“If you want to take advantage of today’s technology to make your processes better, bisTrack is the answer. All the other
products on the market are trying to catch up on the Windows interface that bisTrack has. bisTrack is a product for now and
the future.”
—Joost Douwes, Vice-President and General Manager, Chinook Lumber

“We selected bisTrack because of the completeness of the package; also because it’s Microsoft based and the backbone is
secure. The future looked brighter with bisTrack. We’re excited and we’re only using maybe 60% of what is truly in there.”
—Ken Guisinger, General Manager, Canby Builders Supply

Progressive Solutions has helped lumber and building material dealers and distributors
from around the world improve their processes and their bottom line.
Call us today to find out what we can do for you.
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